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1. Introduction 

CP violation has been observed for the first time in the decay of long-living 

neutral kaons into two pions.,From the phenomenological point of view, there are 

two possible mechanisms of CP violation in K 0 decays. The first one is connected 

with mixing in the mass matrix of neutral kaons, resulting in the fact. that the short

and long-living KlL -mesons (mass eigenstates) became a mixture of CP eigenstate. 

Kf (CP = +1) and K~ (CP == -1) characterized by the phenomenological parameter 

!, Kg.~ Kf + EK~, K~ ~ K~ + f.K~. The parameter! is well known experimentally, 

£ = 2.27 ·10-3 • In the sta~dard six-quark model the (K0 -k0 ) -mixing has been related 

to the box diagram of Fig.la in the second order of weak interactions. The CP violation 

originates from the phase appearing in the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix of heavy 

quarks 1 . The diagram of Fig.la can-be associated with the Wolfenstein superweak 

interaction 2 with strangeness change J AS J= 2. 

The second mechanism of CP violation is related to the possibility of direct 

deciay K~ - 21r (direct CP violation). It is characterized by the phenomenological

parameter I : 

T(K£- ... o<Jro) 
'1oo = T(Kg- •o•o) =I!- 2£. 

In the standard model th~ main contribution to direct CP violation comes from the 

penguin diagram of Fig.lb (first order of weak interadions). 

The first experimental confirmation of the existence of direct CP violation in 

!(0 - 211" decays has been given in 3 , where a significant nonzero result on the ratio 

of the parameters (1 and £ has been found: 

Re(<'/<} = (3.3 ± 1.5) · 10-' (CERN). (I) 

On the other hand, the very recent data of4 show no ~vidence for direct CP violation: 

Re(<' /<) = ( -0.5 ± 1.5) -Io-• (F N AL). (2) 

Recall that the enhancement of transitions with isospin change I ~/I= 1/2 

(M = 1/2, 3/2) (M= 3/2) 
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Figure 1: a) Box diagram contributing to K 0 - [(0 mixing; b) Penguin diagram 

is a problem closely connected with direct CP violation since penguin diagrams are the 

dominant mechanism of this enhancement. 

There are two main reasons for sear:ching new sources of experimental informa

tion on direct CP violation in K decays: 

-until now this effect has been observed only in K 0 --+ 21f decays; 

-the ambiguity of the experimental status of direct CP violation (see Eqs.1,2) needs 

the measuring of the parameter €1 in any alternative possible processes. 

We can obtain new information of CP violation by measuring the charge asym

metry of differential distributiQns in.decays K±--+ 31r', K±-+ 2~7. In particular, the 

latter decay was reg.arded in 5 as the most suitable process. However, as experiments 

show, neither a charge asymmetry nor interference between direct emission and inner 

bremsstrahlung amplitudes in K± ----i- 21r; decay could be observed. 

The effects of direct CP violation in neutral K 0(k0 ) ----i- 31r decays can be extract

ed in an analysis of the time-dependent asymmetry of the decay probability dominated 

by ( K 0 - K 0 )-mixing. Here possible modifications of the Li-Wolfenstein relation, con

necting the direct CP violation parameter E'+-o of K~ ----i- 1r+1r-1r0 decay with €.
1 (Born 

approXimation) 

€~-0 = -2t:' (3) 

need a detailed investigation. 

Recall that the calculation of ha.dronic matrix elements of weak quark operators 

t · d · £.o.s~12 con rune In w ' , 

(h,h,j£~~1 Jh), (h,h,hsl£~!~1 Jh) {for decays), 

(K0j£~~2 jK0) ( B parameter of K 0 - K 0 mixing) 
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is the fundamental the~retical problem in nonleptonic weak interactions. The main 

difficulty encountered here is that the energy region E < 1 Ge V, characteristic for kaon 

physics, belongs to the nonperturbative regime of QCD. The various nonperturbative 

methods, developed for the description of low energy processes, can be classified into 

three groups: 

- Effective chiral Lagrangians and 1/ Nc expansion 

- Lattice QCD 

- QCD Sum Rules. 

In this talk we shall briefly review the effective Lagrangian approach where effects of 

long distances are characterized by the expansion parameter 1/(47rFot2 
,....., l/Nc 

(F0 is the bare constant of 7r --+ fW decay, Nc is the number of colours), and then 

apply it to nonleptonic kaon decays. Notice that effective chiral Lagrangians have first 

been introduced by accounting for group theoretical properties of strong and weak 

interactions 6 . Later on, they have been .derived in a more fundamental way from 

bosonization of QCD bas'ed on the path integral approach. In this approach mesons 

are treated as bound qq-states7-10, 12, 13. 

2. Group theoretical approach to effective Lagrangians 

The SU(Nc) gauge-invariant part oft he QCD Lagrangian for strong interactions 

of quarks reads 

( 4) 

where qL,R = PL,M is the left/right-handed projection of the quark field q with h,R = 

(1 -=f!s)/2, D,_. is the covariant derivative and m 0 is the current quark mass matrix. In 

the limit m 0 = 0, the Lagrangian Eq.4 becomes also invariant under transformations 

with respect to the chiral flavour group G = SU(3)L X SU(3)R , 

(5) 

Next, consider left-handed transformations 9L which generate a left-handed (V-A) 

qua'rk current 1($-A)p, transforming like 
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under G. Consequently, the (symmetrized) effective weak currentxcurrent Lagrangian 

transforms like 

Effective chiral meson Lagrangians are noW obtained by using a realization of the chiral 

group by meson :fields 

U = exp(ih;.J-

Here F0 = 93 MeV and 

iz; = ( 7ro/ ../i"~ T/ / ../6 

K-

is the pseudoscalar meson :field matrix. The matrix U transforms like U -+ gLU g~ 

under G. 

The effective meson Lagrangians corresponding to the chiral group SU(3)~ x 

SU(3)R take the following general form 

i) ·Strong interactions: 

Cs = £~) + £~) + ... , 

c~> = ~ Tr8"Uo"U+ + ~ Tr(MU + h.c.), 

t:.k') = a,Tr(o"u+avU)' + a,Tr(o'u+a'u) + ... 

ii) Weak interactions: 

Cw = £\V + £\V + ... , 
c(V = Y• (o"ua-u+) .. + g, (o"U. U"')". (a"u. u+)",, 

(symmetrized) 

t:.W = h,Tr(;...L"L"LvL") + h,Tr(;...L"L"L"L") + ... 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Here L" = (8"U)U+ is the simplest object transforming like a left-handed weak cur

rent. The superscripts (2), (4) "denote Lagrangians containing two and four meson field 

derivatives, respectively. Notice that the coefficients Q.j,gs,g27,b.. are not predicted by 

symmetry. We can event~ally fix them at least partly from bosonization of QCD using 

the path integral approach. 
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Figure 2: Effective quark interactions generated by (nonperturbative) gluon exchange 

3. Bosonization approach: From QCD to the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model 

Let us consider the bosonization of QCD in general outline. The QCD generat

ing functional is 

(10) 

where F;:v = 8~A~ - OvA~ + g falx; AtA~ is the gluon field strength tensor; m 0 is the 

diagonal bare quark mass matrix. After integrating over gluon fields the generating 

functional Eq.10 takes the form 12, 13 

Z = j 'Dq'Dij exp[i j d4xij(ilft- mo)q] exp(iW[j]), 

where W[j] is given as an expansi9n in terms of fl~vour singlet quark currents 

j"Jx) 

W[j] 

(ll) 

(12) 

The coefficient functions D:~:::~ are the connected n-point gluon Green's functions 

containing all the information on gluon dynamics. The expansion in terms of currents 

j~(x) is represented by the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. As a matter of fact, one usually 

takes into account only the first bilocal interaction term arising in the expansion Eq.l2. 

Performing a suitable Fierz transformation this procedure leads, in local ap· 

prox.imation, to the well-known Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) modell3 : 

Z = j 'Dq'Dij exp{i j d4 x [ij(x)(ii'- mo)q(x) + ~1 
((ijA"q)2 + (iii/sA"q)2

)

G --;f ((iii"A"q)' + (iii"/'A"q)')]}, (13) 
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Figure 3: Loop expansion of the quark determinant 

where G1 and G2 are-universal quark coupling constants with ~mensions (length)2 , and 

>.,a are the generators of the flavour group U(3). The NJL-Lagrangian Eq.13 accumu

lates all the general properties of the low-energy meson physics 7,_ 8 :'the spontaneous 

breaking of chiral symmetry by a non vanishing qv,ark condensate, the existence of Gold

stone bosons and PCAC, the KSFR and Weinberg relations, vector meson dominance 

etc. The inclusion of the 't Hoofi determinantal i~teraction- even allows one to solve 

the U(l)-problem 14 . 

4. Effective meson Lagrangians from the NJL-model 7, 8 

By introducing collective meson fields S, P, V and A with quantum numbers 

JPc = (o++,o-+,1--,I++), i.e. 

S G,.A"(q.A"q), P ~ G,.A"(i/'rs.A"q), 

V" G,.A"(q-y".A"q), A"~ G,.A"(ih'"1s-'"q), 

into Eq.13, the action becomes bilinear in the quark fields. After this, the quark 

integration is Gaussian and can easily b_e performed. Thus one obtains. ( if> ::::: S + iP ) 

Z =I 'D<P 1)<)>+ 'DV 'DA exp{i I d:<4 
[- 4~1 Tr(<P- m.,)+(~- m 0)-

-
0
1 

Tr(V: +A!))} Z1(<P, V, A), (14) 
4 2 

z,( <P, v, A)= I 'Dq 'Dq exp{ i I d:<4 qi Q>q}"" ( det i Q>)Nc, (15) 

where i Q> = i (;! + Y+ 41s)- (PR<P + PL<J>+) is the Dirac operator containing collective 

fields. The quark determinant Eq.15 can be evaluated either by a loop expansion over 

quark loops emitting collective fields 7 (Fig. 3) or by using recursion relations of the 
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heat kernel technique 8. It is worth mentioning that there arises a quark condensate 

(qq} ::J. 0 due to the nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of the scalar meson field. 

The current quark mass m? and the quark condensate then combine to yield the mass 

mi of constituent quarks 

(16) 

The evaluation of the quark determinant leads to the following effective Lagrangian, 

describing strong interactions of mesons in the low-energy limit of QCD"') 8 

£QCD 
=· .C~. + .C~. + CsB (17) 

£(2) = -7Tr(L"L") ( kinetic term ), (18) m•• 

£(4) = 
64

1
" 2 Tr (~[£", L.]' + (L" L")') (p4 -interaction ), (19) m<• 

CsB 
F.' 
-fTr(MU + h.c.) ( chiral symmetry breaking ) . (20) 

The experimental statu~ of the Lagrangian .C~u was discussed in ref.15 . The inclusion 

of an additional interaction term CG taking into account the U(l) anomaly 

£G = 
1
aFJ [Tr(lnU -lnU+)] 2 

6Nc 
(21) 

(or by using the equivalent 't Hooft interaction term) allows one to give a correct de· 

scription of the masses of the nonet of pseudoscalar mesons. The values of the parame

ters JL[ in M = diag( JL!, JL~, JL!) and the parameter a in Eq.21 are fixed by the masses 

m..-, mK, m'IJ, m'IJ' : a= 0.729 GeV2, IL! = 0.0114 GeV2, p.~ = 0.025 GeV2
, JL: = 

0.47GeV2 with the angle of (~,~')-mixing 'P = -19". Finally, an additional chiral 

symmetry breaking term 

, FlT( 8' ) CsB = - 4A' r M U + h.c. , 
! 

Al = 0. 78 GeV' (22) 

allows one to describe the splitting of the constants F'1f and FK . 

'")Highex order derivative terms as well as a ta.chyonic term in Eq.l9 are disregarded. 
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5. Bosonization of weak interactions 

The weak nonleptonic I !:l.S I= 1 Lagrangian taking into account hard gluon 

corrections has been given on the quark-level as follows 16 

6 

.C(jf5
l=l) = ../2 GF sin Be cos Be L:; e;(JL)ol•) 

i:;=l 

(23) 

Here, ofq) are four-quark operators consisting of products of left- and/or right-handed 

quark currents ; <;(Jt) are Wilson coefficient functions calculated in the QCD leading

log approximation which depend on the renormalization scale Jt . The operators O~q) 

and O~q) containing right-handed currents are generated by penguin diagrams (see Fig. 

!b). 

The transition from quarks to mesons in the Lagrangian can be realized with

in the bosonization approach. Let us consider the total effective quark Lagrangian 

containing strong and weak interactions 

.C,., = q(i~- mo)q + L G;(qO;q)(qO;q) + GF L e;; (qO;q)(qO;q). (24) 
ij 

Here, the first sum, diagonal over operators Oi = {A a, 1sA11
, IP. A a, IP.J5 A11

} , corre

sponds to strong interactions of the NJL-type and the second sum, nondiagonal over 

operators 6, = { PR,L/p.Aa, PR,LA11
} corresponds to the effective weak iriteraction . 

Obviously, the bosonization procedure o{ weak interactions should transform averages 

of quark currents 

into corresponding averages of meson currents {Ji} . Here the generating functional 

Z,[>j;] in Eq.25 is defined by 

Z,[>);]= fvqVqexp{i j dx[q(i~-m0)q + L:;G;(qO;q)(qO,q)+ 

+ L>i<i!O,qJ}, (26) 

where ij_, are external sources coupling to quark currents q{Jiq. The above bosonization 

approach allows one then to formulate the following bosonization prescription which 

implies a replacement of quark currents by their equivalent hadronic currents 
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oi•l [: 1: J" :J ___, oi~l [: 1: J" :J, 

: (iJML)(iiLqR): ~: (8"A")(8vVv): 

( quarks ) ( mesons ) 

i = 1, ... ,4; 

i = 5. (27) 

The exact expressions for weak nonleptonic meson Lagrangian.s describing Cl./ = 1/2, 3/2 

transitions can be found in ref. l7 . Here we quote only_ the meson (V - A)-currents 

which, in accordance with Noether's theorem, correspond to the Lagrangians Eqs.l8,19 

--> J"=iF~Tr(>."L) 
JJ. 4 JJ. ' 

• 
--> J; = 

6
41r, Tr ( [Lv, )."][L", Lv]- 2 p•, L"}Lv Lv ) . £_(4) 

~ .. (28) 

Let us also give the expression for the electroweak current responsible for structure 

photon emission in electroweak meson decays 

J"bl = -e Nc Tr >."{ ~ :F ( U[Q avu+] +h. c.)+ 
JJ. 3211" 2 3 IW 

1 

+-\ [~ ( u ( :F"v[Q, ava'u+] + 8.:F""[Q, a-avu+])
I' 6 

8":Fv.8"U [Q,8vu+]- :Fva 8vU [Q, 8"8•u+]) 

9
1
0

:F""(8va.u+ · Q. 8"U- 2{ Q, ava.u+ · 8"U}) + h.c.] }, (29) 

where Q is the operator of electric charge and :Fp.v = 8pAv- 8vAJJ., AP. being the photon 
3 

field; JL = ~ I: mi ;::::::: 340 MeV is the average constituent quark mass. 
1 

6. Analysis of nonleptonic K decays 

Our analysis which is based on the effective meson Lagrangian .CW, obtained 

from Eq.23 by applying the bosonization prescription Eq.27, provides an explicit re

alization of the 1/ Nc expansion. In this approach 17 , four-quark operators O~q) are 

replaced by mesonic operators O~m) . Here the mesonic currents in the operators o~m) 

and their respective coefficients are renorni-invariant. In fact, for non-penguin dia

grams, all dependencies on the anomalous dimensions vanish in the limit Nc ---+ oo 

(the ratio '"'ffb---+ 0 in this limit). For penguin diagrams, it is true because their contri

butions are 0(1/ Nc ). Note that the coefficients d;. are considered here as phenomeno

logical parameters to be determined from experiment. They differ from the Wilson 

coefficients c;(p.) by corrections 0(1/Nc,p.) which cannot be controlled theoretically. 

The corresponding bosonized chiral Lagrangian allows one to reproduce in three 

approximation (see Fig. 4a) the results obtained for K ---+ 27r decay amplitudes in 
10 
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Figure 5:Three diagrams forK---+ 371" decays. 

the usual factorization method. However, in case of more complicated processes, the 

factorization method becomes question~ble due to arising ambiguities. Analogously, 

the isotopically invariant part of K ---+ 37r decay amplitudes is described by the Born 

diagrams of Fig. 5. 

Besides the Born diagrams it is necessary to take into account one--loop contribu

tions (unitary corrections) connected with,meson rescat_te.Q.ng. For the regularization 

of the UV divergences, appearing in t~e qne-l()()P _approximation of chiral perturba

tion theory we will use the results of the superpropagator: { S P) method proposed for 

the first time in 18 . It is possible to show thc~.t to low~st order in the 1/ F0 expan

sion, the SP regulari~ation gives the same res~ts for one-loop integrals as dimensional 

regularization if one makes the following substitutions: 

where 

p.2
--> {41rFo)2

, 
1 

(C--)--> Csp, 
' 

1 d 
Csp = 2C + 1 +- [ -d {lnr-'{2z + 2))1·=• = -1 + 4G"' 1.309 

2 z . 

has a finite value; C = 0.577 is the Euler constant and'= {4- D)/2. 

Meson rescattering processes play ~ ess~ti~ ~ole in the description of K ---+ 

2rr, K --> 3rr decays. In ref. 19, 20 it was shown that their contribution (Fig.4 b,c) 
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results in an additional enhancement of the I tl.J I= 1/2 transition ·by about 1.5 times 

and a similar suppression of ,the 1. fl.! I= 3/2 transition. The meson rescattering 

plays an even more imPortant role in the description of the K ___, 311" Dalitz-plot slope 

parameters. The rescattering is of particular importance in estimating observable direct 

CP violation effects which are determined by interference of 1r1r scattering phases in 

the final states of I /H I= 1/2,3/2 transitions in K _, 21r and K _, 311" decays. 

In order to determine the parameters ci in the bosonized nonleptonic weak 

Lagrangian, we used the experimental data on decay parameters of K ___, 211" ,K ___, 311" 

decays-partial decay width's Bi and expansion coefficients 9i ,hi of the matrix element 

squared with respect to the Dalitz variables X, Y, i.e. 

I TK-3• I'"' 1 + gY + hY' + ... 

One obtains the following values of the parameters searched for (primes are omitted). 

( -c1 + c, + eo)""•· = 5.32 ± 0.08, c;••· = -0.60 ± 0.006, 

c:q.. = 0.327 ± 0.006. (30) 

7. Direct CP violation in K --+ 3?r decays 

The coefficients Ci ( i f' 4) in the operator expansion Eq.23 for the six-quark 

Kobayashi-Maskawa model are complex 'quantities 21 . Their imaginary parts deter

mine the contributions of the operators oi with I tl.J I= 1/2 to direct CP violation. 

The main contribution to this effect comes from the penguin diagrams. Therefore the 

parameter €
1 characterizing the direct CP violation in K 0 --+ 211" decays is practically 

predicted by the imaginary part of the coefficient c5 • Using the experimental value 

Eq.l we estimate 

I Im Cs I•""·= (7.9 ± 3.1) ·10-5
• (31) 

Direct CP violation results in charge asymmetries of probabilities and slope 

parameters of K± --+ 37r decays: 

·r- fx- ...... 311"- rx+ ...... a,.. A - 9K--3,..- 9K+-aw 
~ - , ~- . 

fK--3,.. + fK+--+3,.. 9K-__,.3,.. + 9K+ ..... aw 

The parameter values Eqs.30,31 lead to the following estimates for CP asym

metries in K± --+ 7r±7r±.,[.=F and K± --+ 1r01r01r± decays 17 

r(K+ ~ "+"""") 1 8r(K± _, ,.±"±,.~) 1 = 1 Ar(K± _, "•,.•,.±) I"' o.31· lo-•, 
r(K+ _, ,.+,.+" ) 

12 



(32) 

Note that our predictions on .6.r are about two orders of magnitude larger than 

the results of 29. Previous attempts to observe charge CP asymmetries in K -~' 311" 

decays are still not successful 22 : 

~>r<x± ___, ,.±,.±,.~r·- = < o.35 ± o.6o l .w-3 , 

t.9(x± ___, ,.±,.±,.~)'"•· ( o. 7 ± o.5) . w-', 
t.r(K± ___, ,.o,.o,.±J<""· = ( -0.15 ± 2.75) ·10-3 . 

The effects of CP violation in neutral K 0(f<0 ) --+ 37r decays are characterized 

by a time-dependent asymmetry of the decay probability 

i(K0(t) ___, 3?r)- I(K0 (t)---> 3,.) -Z + F(t) 
t.(t) = I(K0 (t) ___, 3?r) + I(K0 (t)---> 3?1") = 1- ZF(t)' (33) 

where Z = (K~IK2) is the parameter of (K 0
- K 0 )-mixing; 

Here Llm = mL - ms , R =I Ts ]2 
/ I TL ]2 and the parameter €~_0 characterizes 

direct CP violation in K 0(k 0
) -Jo 1l"+71"-1i'0 decays. Its value is connected with c.' by the 

relation Eq.3. 

The Li-Wolfenstein relation Eq.3 can be derived from chiral QCD in the Born 

approximation neglecting the p4-corrections from the interaction c~;. Eq.l9. However, 

p4 -corrections, ( 1r
0 , TJ 1 1]

1)-mixing ( isospin-violating diagrams of Fig.6 ) and meson 

rescattering have an essential influence on relation Eq.3. For example, the authors of 

24 argued that the p4-contributions essentially enhance the direct CP violation effects 

in the decays K 0(k0 )---+ 1r+1r-1r0 as compared with K---+ 21t" decays. Thus, their value 

£~_0 "" 10 c' significantly differs from the Li-Wolfenstein prediction. 

The results of our calculations show that the p4 - contributions and ( 1r0 , 1], TJ1
)

mixing lead to a value of 

€~_0 = +5.1 c'. (35) 

This result deviates from !hat of 25 

·~-· = -(1.3 ± 0. 7)<'. (36) 

13 
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Figure 6: Diagrams of isospin-violating contributions to K°Ck 0 ) -t 371" decays 

The essential difference between the results Eq.35 and Eq.36 is due to the fact that in 

our analysis penguin diagrams, providing the _main mechanism of direct CP violation, 

are explicitly taken into account in the K -t 27!" , K --+ 37r transition amplitudes by 

the imaginary part of cs. 

If one takes into account additional corrections corresponding to meson rescat

tering effects one obtains 

'~-• =i(6.4+2.4i) I,, I. 

In spite of an enhancement of direct CP violation in the decays K 0 (.k0 ) ----+ 7r+7r-7ro 

the value of this enhancement (I E~+o· 1~ 6.8 I €1 I) seems nevertheless to be insuffici_ent 

for the experimental detection of a direct CP violation contribution to the asymmetry 

Eq.33. 

8. Direct CP violation in K± -J. 7r±7rol decay 

The process K± -J. 7r±7rol gets contributions from inner bremsstr~hlung (IB) 

and direct emission (DE) of photons. The IB contribution is strongly suppressed due 

to the I /';.[ I= 1/2 rule, but there is no such suppression for the DE amplitude. The 
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latter is the sum of direct magnetic (Ml) and electric (El) dipole transitions 

TDE = TMt+TEt, 

TMt i e €,.., hMt €pua/3 lev P+a <IJJ , 

(37) 

where hMt, hEt are real form factors; €,.., is the polarization vector of the photon; k, P+, q 

are four-momenta of the kaon, pion and photon, respectively. The DE amplitudes 

contain I tH I= 1/2 and 3/2 transitions. 

The experimental values for the DE branching ratio (a cut off 55 MeV < T.+ < 

90 MeV is used) 

B'"P· - { (1.56 ± 0.35 ± 0.50) . 10-5 

DE - (2.05 ± 0.45) · 10-s 

Re£.[26] 

Re£.[27] 

are in agreement with the estimate of the Ml-transition br~nching ratio 28 

(38) 

Thus, the DE amplitude is dominated by Ml transitions arising from diagrams with 

anomalous vertices. The.El transition is determined ·by the electroweak current Eq.29 

yielding a very small probabilitY BEt = 2.4 · 10-7 • It is this reason why· neither 

interference between El and IB amplitudes nor a c~arge CP-a.symmetry were observed 

in the experiments. 

9. Summary 

In this talk we have briefly reviewed the recent progress in the appliCation 

of bosonization methods to derive effective Lagrangians· for strong and electroweak 

interactions of mesons iricl~ding higher order derivative terms, anomalies, /'-structure 

currents etc. On this basis, using chiral perturbation 'theory with superpropagator 

regularization to include final state interactions, a simultaneous analysis of K ---1- 21r and 

K ---1- 37r data was performed and predictions on charge CP-asymme~ries in K± ---~' 37r 

decays were discussed. The possibility of the experimental observati<;m of the charge 

OF-asymmetry of the slope parameter ll.g was examined in. the recent proposal of 

the Neutrino Tagging Collaboration 30. For neutral K 0 (K0 ) -+ 31T decays various 
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possibilities of modifications of the Li-Wolfenstein relation' €~_0 = - 2€1
, 'relating direct 

CP violation parameters, have been discussed. Finally, the orig.in for the suppression 

of direct CP violation effects in the K± --+ 11"±1!"0'"'( decay has been clarified. 
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